
PSY 318:  Belief in “Weird” Things  
TR 9:30 – 10:45; Rm 284 Eberhart Bldg 

 
Dr. Michael J. Kane, Dept. of Psychology 

291A Eberhart, 256-1022; mjkane@uncg.edu; Office Hours by appointment 
  
Course Description 

We will focus on two related themes in this course: (1) Beliefs, including those about 
“weird” things, arise from the normal workings of the human mind.  Our cognitive processing 
systems normally serve us extremely well, but under some circumstances, the way our mind 
works allows illusions and errors in reasoning, remembering, and perceiving.  Furthermore, these 
illusions and errors play a powerful role in what and how we believe – even when contradicted 
by objective evidence. (2) A rational, skeptical, and scientific approach is useful for evaluating 
truth claims of all sorts in everyday life, including those about “weird” things.  Science not only 
uncovers the secrets of the human genome and the composition of stars, but it is also the best tool 
that humanity has developed for determining whether anything that you learn, experience, think, 
or believe is likely to be true.  

Among the ideas and beliefs we will analyze scientifically and skeptically in this course 
will be astrology (and other forms of divination), communication with the dead, creation science 
and intelligent design, extrasensory perception and psychic ability, UFOs as “flying saucers” and 
abductors of humans, and alternative medical therapies. 
  At the completion of this course, my goals are that you will have a deeper understanding 
of: (1) the scientific method and how it can be used as a tool to test ordinary and extraordinary 
claims about human behavior; (2) how individuals’ experiences and beliefs are influenced by the 
context in which they were derived; (3) how to critically evaluate your own beliefs, as well as 
others’ arguments and claims about human behavior, such as those that appear in scientific or 
popular media; (4) why psychologists find the study of human thought and behavior so 
fascinating. 

This class may be especially valuable to those students interested in the fields of 
education, health and medicine, journalism, law and criminal justice, philosophy, psychology, 
religion, science, and sociology.  My ultimate goal is to help make you wiser consumers of 
information, propaganda, technology, and medical and scientific findings, thus making you more 
responsible and healthy world citizens. 

   

Grades 
Your grade will be determined entirely by 4 exams, which will be composed of multiple-

choice questions.  Three exams will be given during the semester, and each will count 22% 
toward your final grade.  The final exam is cumulative, covering all the material from the course, 
and it will count as 34% of your final grade.  Note that I do not grade “on a curve,” so your grade 
is your grade and your classmates’ scores do not influence it; you should therefore feel free to 
help and study with each other.  Each exam may be made up of a different number of questions 
and/or points, so your grade on each exam will be a percentage correct score:   

A: 100 to 90%;  B: 89 to 80%;  C: 79 to 70%;  D: 69 to 60%;  F: 59% and below. 



Grades (continued) 
Plusses and minuses for final grade averages will be given as follows: 89/90 = A-; 

87/88 = B+; 79/80 = B-; 77/78 = C+; 69/70 = C-; 67/68 = D+. 
The Final Exam is scheduled for Tuesday, 5/6 at 8:00 am.  Students with more 

than two examinations within 24 hours may apply to the University Registrar’s Office, 180 
Mossman Building, for permission to change their exam schedules.  The usual policy is to 
change the middle examination in a sequence of three. 
 

Make-Ups 
 In order to have the opportunity to take a make-up exam, you must provide me with 
written documentation of an illness or an emergency.  I then will determine whether your 
absence is excused.  Non-emergency travel, for example, does not qualify as an excused absence.  
If your absence is excused, then a make-up test may be arranged at a mutually convenient time, 
but before the exams are returned to the rest of the class (which will always be the next class 
meeting).  If you cannot take a make-up before the next class meeting, then your grade on the 
final exam will also count for the grade on the exam you missed.     
 

Extra Credit 
 There will be two extra credit opportunities.  Each involves reading one of the 
two controversial articles for this course that are available on electronic reserve and 
writing a 3-page (double-spaced) response to it.  You can take any position that you 
like regarding these articles; I require only that your response be thoughtful and as 
rational and evidence-based as possible.  You may turn in one or both of these 
response papers any time between 4/15 and the final exam (5/6 at 8am).  Adequate 
completion of each response paper will add 10% to your lowest in-semester exam 
grade (i.e., your lowest grade for Exams 1 – 3).   
 

Attendance 
 Attending class is strongly advised, but not mandatory.  I very much encourage you to 
attend every class.  First of all, I hope it will be interesting and useful to you in understanding the 
course material.  Second, I will often lecture on material that is not in the texts, and my lecture 
material will be important on exams.  Thus, poor attendance will very likely lead to a poor grade, 
but it is your choice as an adult. 
 Arriving late or leaving before class is over is distracting to your classmates – please 
don’t do it.  If you know that you will have to leave class early for an important reason one day, 
it is considered polite to tell me in advance and sit near an exit to minimize disturbance. 
 If you carry a cell phone, please turn it off when you come to class.  If there is some 
compelling reason why you need to leave it turned on one day, please come and discuss it with 
me. 
 



Cheating 
 As a preventive measure, this class will follow the UNCG policy on cheating.  A copy of 
this policy i.e., the Student Code of Conduct, see:  http://saf.dept.uncg.edu/studiscp/Manual.html 
I take cheating very seriously, so please don’t do it in my class.  During exams: 
 1)  All written material must be out of sight, whether it belongs to you or not.   

2) Calculators, computers & personal stereos must be put away 
3) Baseball caps must be worn backwards.   

 
Dropping/Withdrawal 
 The University policy on withdrawal will be followed (see page 38 of the Undergraduate 
Bulletin 2003-2004, or see:  

www.uncg.edu/reg/Catalog/current/AcaRegs/CourseSelection.html#dropping. 
The last date to drop this course without academic penalty is Wednesday, 3/17. 
 

Readings 
There are three required texts for the course.  Each class meeting listed in the 

Tentative Semester Schedule below has corresponding readings assigned, represented by 
abbreviations of the authors’ names and the chapter numbers (note that page numbers in 
italics indicate that only this portion of the chapter is required).  Please do NOT leave all 
your reading until just before the exam; you will not have time to complete them. 

Required texts:   
1) Stanovich (2004). How to think straight about psychology (7th ed.). 

 2) Ruscio. (2002). Clear thinking with psychology.  
 3) Hines (2003). Pseudoscience and the paranormal (2nd ed.).  
 
 

Semester Schedule – Topics, Readings, & Exams  
 

Day Date Material      Corresponding Readings 
Tue 1/13 Introduction, Syllabus & Belief Q’s       
Thu 1/15 Science, Skepticism & Clear Thinking  Stan (1 & 2) 
Tue 1/20 Science, Skepticism & Clear Thinking  Rusc (8) 
Thu 1/22 Association, Correlation, and Causation Rusc (7) & Stan (5) 
Tue 1/27 Control, Experiment, and Causation  Stan (6) 
Thu 1/29 Science or Pseudoscience?   Rusc (1; pp. 1 – 10) & Hines (1) 
Tue 2/3 Science or Pseudoscience?   Video: “Prisoners of Silence” 
Thu 2/5 Creation “Science” as Pseudoscience  Hines (13; pp. 407 – 412) 
Tue 2/10 Creation “Science” as Pseudoscience   
Thu 2/12 EXAMINATION 1 
Tue 2/17  Review Exam 1 
Thu 2/19 Self-Deception & Belief:  Testimonials Rusc (5) & Stan (4) 
Tue 2/24 Self-Deception & Belief:  Media Paradox Rusc (9) 
Thu 2/26 Self-Deception & Belief:  Plausibility  Rusc (6)   



Semester Schedule – Topics, Readings, & Exams (cont.)  
 

Day Date Material      Corresponding Readings 
Thu 3/2 Alternative Medicine & Healing  Hines (10) 
Thu 3/4 Alternative Medicine & Healing  Hines (11) 
Tue 3/9 Spring Break:  No class  
Thu 3/11 Spring Break:  No class  
Tue 3/16 UFOs and Alien Abductions   Hines (7) 
Thu 3/18 UFOs and Alien Abuctions   Hines (8)     
Tue 3/23 EXAMINATION 2 
Thu 3/25  Review Exam 2 
Tue 3/30 Cognitive Illusions, Biases & Belief   Rusc (10) 
Thu 4/1 Probability, Coincidence & Belief  Stan (10)  
Tue  4/6 Probability, Coincidence & Belief  Stan (11; pp 153 – 164) 
Thu 4/8 Astrology & Divination    Hines (6) 
Tue 4/13 Astrology & Divination    Hines (13; pp. 424 – 432) 
Thu 4/15 Spirits, Channeling, & Psychics   Hines (2) & (10) 
Tue 4/20 Parapsychology & ESP    Hines (4)   
Thu 4/22 EXAMINATION 3 
Tue 4/27 Review Exam 3 & Belief Q’s 
Thu 4/29 MPA Conference: No class 
 
Thu 5/6 FINAL EXAMINATION at  8:00 am  


